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Augmented Intelligence

September 21st, 2019 - JSB Holds International
Conference on AI & IoT
JSB organized an International Conference on emergence of Artificial
Intelligence and Internet of Things: Challenges and Opportunities for
Business, Society & Education on Friday, the 20th of September 2019, at the
iconic venue of Stein Auditorium at the India Habitat Centre, New Delhi.
The conference was inaugurated by Chief Guest Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad,
Hon’ble Union Minister of Law and Justice, Communications and Electronics
and Information Technology who delivered the inaugural address.
In his welcome address, Shri Shishir Jaipuria, Chairman, JGEI stressed upon
empowering education and Industry 4.0. He also emphasized on
personalized learning and how technology can facilitate the same.
.
Speaking on the occasion, Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad laid stress on how
artificial intelligence will play a major role in the economic development of
the country and how it will provide opportunities as well as put challenges
around the globe. He also emphasised on how technological advancement
will bring inclusivity in India.
The event also witnessed the presence of Mr. Vijay Thadani, Co-founder,
NIIT as a Guest of Honour who enthralled the audience with his equation on
AI+AI =AI2. Dr Radhe Shyam Pradhan, Professor of Tribhuban University,
Nepal also, shared his views on the theme.
An edited book titled “Emergence of Artificial Intelligence and Internet of
Things: Challenges and Opportunities for Business, Society & Education”
was also released during the inaugural session.
The subsequent sessions were addressed by CEOs and Directors from
different verticals in AI & IoT space which included large corporations of
public and private sector viz., Mr Alok Khanna, Executive Director of IOCL,
Mr Atul Srivastava, Director-Personnel of SAIL to name a few. A few selected
Research papers were also presented in the final technical session.
The valediction session was chaired by Dr Nar Bahadur Bista who is the
Principal & MD of Interglobe College Nepal. Dr Bista thanked JSB for inviting
him and applauded the institute for holding Conference on such a
contemporary topic.

The word AI is being used profusely today to explain disruption
in everything that touches human life. The story of AI is like an
evolving television soap opera, giving an account of how AI is
changing our lives, all the time. The cellphone in our hand is the
symbolic embodiment of the magical abbreviation called AI,
which is expanded to denote Artificial Intelligence. I wonder, if
intelligence can ever be called artificial? Isn’t intelligence
defined as the human ability to comprehend, to distinguish
between truth and lie, to see through filters of opinion, or the
capacity to differentiate the right from the wrong? Intelligence
is essentially a life-skill attribute, a quality that belong to only
the living beings, be it human or any other species in the planet.
Then how come the adjective ‘artificial’ can qualify
intelligence. Human intelligence has no parallel, no equal. The
Human intelligence has created the computers, the robots and
the internet. Machine learning is nothing but a human program
that acts as a navigator to process and analyse information by
breaking down information to data and realigning the data to
extract meaning out of information. Data has a value today, and
the value of meaningful processed data is rising like the oil price
during gulf war! Data abuse, data misuse and unauthorized use
of data has found their way into the book of crime. The
WikiLeaks, became the symbol of Chaos that can be caused by
data breach, pushing countries to the verge of war, and turning
Julian Assange as the first data thief of the civilized world. On
the positive side, AI has been saving millions of lives from
natural disasters due to predictive analysis.
Human intelligence has been augmented by technological
breakthrough in machine learning. If we purchase a smart
phone, and download a GPS application, we can easily commute
in a crowded city, navigating the traffic congestion.
Unfortunately, bereft of a smartphone, today it’s almost
impossible to find a good Samaritan around the street corner to
direct us to the right place. All machines are programmed now
to be efficient, to obey our command. Initially, we had to type
the command, but now machines can read the movement of our
eyeball, the vibration on our skin, and understand voice
commands in most of the languages spoken on earth by human
beings. It is not the machine which has become intelligent, but
it the human being who has got the opportunity to be more
intelligent. Augmented intelligence has made our world more
equal, at least in terms of opportunities to shine. In the age of
AI, the child who has a physical challenge caused by birth or
accident, has the opportunity to climb Everest or enter Harvard,
like a normal human being. A middle class boy from Hyderabad is
the highest paid employee in our Planet as the CEO of Google.
Without AI, such transformation, such democratization of
opportunity to change one’s life from penury to luxury, would
never have been possible. All students, at every corner of the
world have the same access to education and opportunity to
build their career by adapting AI big time. One has a choice to be
leader or laggard in adapting to AI. Exercise your choice today.
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September 9th, 2019 Workshop on Google Search &
Data Science
HP conducted a workshop for faculty at JSB on Data Analytics w.r.t. products developed by HP in
line with the AICTE policies in that area. The workshop was conducted by Ms. Surashree Rahane,
National Product Manager - Education at HP along with a team of 8 members. HP team

“Innovation is the
central issue in
economic prosperity.”

demonstrated their online learning platforms and educational tools for the faculty for use in
classroom and beyond.

Michael Porter

“Trust is the glue of life.
It’s the most
essential ingredient
in effective communication.
It’s the foundational
principle that holds
all relationships.”
Stephen Covey

“There is a difference
between interest and
commitment.
When you’re interested in
something, you do it only when it’s
convenient. When you’re
committed to something,
you accept no excuses,
only results.”
Ken Blanchard
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September 13th, 2019 Workshop on Commodity
Exchange Programme
An awareness program was conducted in JSB campus by Mr. Vinit Singh Kaler, Sr. Manager –
Training & Education with Multi Commodity Exchange of India Ltd. (MCX)
Commodity
Exchange (India's Largest Commodity Derivatives Exchange) recently. The awareness program
was helpful in getting thorough knowledge regarding MCX which included a demo on Live
Commodity Markets. The speaker also threw light on the placement perspectives related to the
certification course of MCX.

Certification of Students
by Skill Clout
September 8th, 2019
The Leadership Enhancement
Program which was initiated
during the induction programme
of the new batch of students
culminated
Enthusiastic students gathered for the
Certificate distribution even. Few shared
their experience and feedback of the
program, which primarily stated how they
had fun learning and the various traits they
learnt. Team work, trusting a team, never
quitting, Business communication, brand
management, aptitude skills, etc

September 4th, 2019
Participation at Inter-College Fest at GBU
The First year students of JSB led by Faculty Coordinator Dr.Vartika Chaturvedi participated in
various Management and Technical contests organized at the Inter College Fest of Gautam Budh
University. Students Prakhar Srivastava, Ishita Gupta, Himanshu Harit and Manish Tyagi won
laurels for JSB by winning prizes in events titled Task Manager, Debate competition and solo
dance contests.

September 27th, 2019, Seminar on Data Analytics
A seminar on data analytics titled "Analytics: What
Next?" was briefly held in Rajaram Jaipuria Hall of
Inspiration on September 27th, 2019.The seminar
was conducted by Mr.Anirban Guha, Vice President
in Regulatory Risk Modeling team for Barclays
Bank. He discussed the process of modeling the
data for Data Analytics and its impact on Artificial
Intelligence. Mr.Guha concluded it by discussing
the various areas in which Data Analytics is merging
with Artificial Intelligence, the skills required for
the same and the companies which are working in
the area in India and globally.

The encouraging words from the Director
channeled the path for the students to
understand that learning and implementing
knowledge are 2 different aspects of life.
Knowledge imbibed is the secret of a
successful career and person.
The Leadership was awarded with a token of
thanks by Skill Clout All students were
awarded with a certificate for successfully
completing the program.

Participation in
SIP Competitions
5 students of PGDM 2018-20 participated
at GL Bajaj Institute of Management and
Research, Greater Noida in Inter Institute
Summer Internship Project Competition
“Tazurba-2019” on Saturday, September
07, 2019.

Two students, Ms. Priyanka

Gupta and Mr. Prithvi Raj were among Top

September 23rd, 2019
Session on ‘Discover The Hero Within You’

10 finalist students.

Prof EV Gireesh along with Sister Laxmi, sister
Krishnaa from the Brahamkumaris visited the
campus on 23rd September 2019. Professor
Gireesh who is a competent Management
Professional & Trainer with over 10 years of
experience in imparting behavioural training
programs for Corporate Houses, educational &
social institutions, talked about some important
skills apart from academics to be a successful
manager. He emphasized self-introspection and
the relevance of freedom. Prof. Gireesh also
stated the importance of handling emotions in
one’s life. The session was a stress buster for the
students as well as Faculty.
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September 27th, 2019 Students participate in Inter-College Quiz Contest
JSB Students from both years participated in the regional round of National Quiz ‘Electron’ organized by NTPC on 27th September 2019. Paras
Bandil, student from 2nd year won the Twitter competition conducted under the same event.

“RunNeeti 2019”
September 30th-October 1st, 2019

Intra College Sports Day Held
JSB aims to develop Future Leaders who will not only be holders of
Intellect brilliance but also healthy and fit bodies. The Annual intracollege sports days were held spanning two days which saw enthusiastic
participation from all besides the students
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September 26th, 2019

Faculty Attended Talk on
Data Science & Technology
Dr. Vartika Chaturvedi along with Dr. Ajay Patel attended the
‘Monthly Knowledge Sharing and Networking Meeting’ on
‘Leveraging Data and Technology for CSR, Current Trends &
Experiences’ held at the UNESCO House, Chanakya Puri and hosted
by Dhwani Rural Information Systems.

September 5th, 2019 Teacher’s Day

September 2nd, 2019

Celebration

Ganesh Puja Celebrated at JSB

The students of JSB celebrated Teacher’s day through an event
organised on the occasion. Besides paying their respects to the teaching
faculty members, the students also presented the Director and the Dean
of Academics with handmade portraits.
The students organised a cultural programme on the occasion and
presented token gifts to all the teaching and non teaching staff on the
occasion.
The Director of JSB on behalf of the Management also felicitated the
faculty and staff on the occasion.

The faculty, students and staff welcomed Ganeshji at its premises
through a solemn puja ceremony held on 2nd September on account
of Ganesh Chaturthi.

September 14th, 2019, Townhall – Rendezvous 2019
Seth Anandram Jaipuria Group of Educational Institutions organized Rendezvous 2019, its 1st Town Hall on 14th September at Seth Anandram
Jaipuria School, Ghaziabad. The event was attended by staff and faculty members of Jaipuria Institute of Management, Jaipuria School of
Business, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School Vasundhara, Little One the Jaipuria Preschool and Jaipuria Corporate Office.
An aura of joy and playfulness set the stage for the first chapter of this annual event.
The event started off with an address by Mr. Shishir Jaipuria, Chairman, Seth Anandram Jaipuria Group of Educational Institutions. Mrs. Manju
Rana, Principal, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, Vasundhara, Ghaziabad was felicitated for being honoured with the 2018 National Awards to
Teachers by the Hon’ble President of India Shri Ram Nath Kovind this Teacher’s Day.
The achievements and long service of the faculty members of the participating schools were acknowledged and the teachers commemorated at
the event. The faculty members and staff in the audience got a chance to ask questions and interact with the Management in an open mike
session. The event concluded with a cultural extravaganza organized by the staff and faculty of corporate office and participating schools.
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